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OPENING PRESENTATION 

 

Chair, Members of the Committee, 

Thank you for the invitation to make a statement to your scrutiny of the Judicial Council 

(Amendment) Bill 2021. 

The Alliance for Insurance Reform now consists of 47 civic and business organisations from across 

Ireland, representing over 55,000 members, 700,000 employees, 622,000 volunteers and 374,000 

students (See Appendix 1). Our single aim is to get insurance premiums down to affordable levels 

and keep them that way. 

The Alliance recently carried out a policyholder survey to mark the first anniversary of the 

implementation of the pivotal Judicial Guidelines for personal injury damages on 24th April 2021 (See 

Appendix 2). It found that:  

• 42% of respondents said that insurance costs are threatening the future of their 

organisation.  This figure is not materially different from the response to the same question 

in research we carried in 2018 and presented to this Committee in May of that year. 

• 31% say insurance costs are preventing them from providing certain services. This is up 

from 26% in the 2018 survey.  

Our ongoing survey of insurance policy renewals1 since the implementation of the Guidelines 

indicates that liability premiums have increased by 16%. It must be noted that this increase is on 

top of the savage increases experienced by many policyholders each year since 2017.  

The more recent survey shows that 73% of organisations have also had additional excesses or 

exclusions imposed on their policies since 2019. These are stealth increases, pushing additional risk 

and cost onto policyholders. Worryingly, that percentage is up from 65% in the 2018 survey. 

 

Ultimately, 90% of respondents to the survey said that Government is not doing enough to address 

the issue of insurance costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

1 The Alliance’s ongoing survey of insurance premium renewals has been running since May 2021 and has 444 responses as 
of 19th April 2022. 

 
 

https://judicialcouncil.ie/assets/uploads/documents/Personal%20Injuries%20Guidelines.pdf
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This final figure requires some context. While reforms to date are having an impact on motor 

premiums, which our survey shows are trending at -9% since May of last year, they are not having an 

impact on the liability premiums paid by businesses, voluntary and community groups, sports and 

cultural organisations and charities which continue to increase; and with additional excesses and 

exclusions as outlined. In addition, as we highlighted to this Committee in December, increasing 

numbers of sectors and sub-sectors cannot get cover or are reduced to one underwriter, which 

inevitably results in huge increases in premiums – see a current list of 44 such sectors and sub-

sectors at Appendix 3. The crisis is existential in many of those sectors. 

While it is widely acknowledged that the correct reforms have been targeted, much of the 

frustration evident in that statistic is about the delays and extremely slow progress on key reforms 

and the reluctance of insurers to pass on the benefits of the reforms already in place such as the 

Judicial Guidelines, the new Garda Insurance Fraud Coordination Office and the Perjury Act, while 

they appear willing to do so in the more competitive private motor insurance market.  

To restore policyholder faith in the insurance reform process, Government must do everything in 

their power to make sure incumbent insurers pass on the benefits of reforms. They must move 

quicker on getting additional competition into the market. They must speed up key promised 

reforms.  

In particular: 

• An office within the Department of Finance to encourage greater competition in the 

insurance market was established in December 2020 but has still not announced any 

additional market entries.  For this office to be successful, the attractiveness of the Irish 

market to new insurers must be protected and further developed through rebalancing the 

duty of care, reforming the Personal Injuries Assessment Board (PIAB) and protecting the 

new Judicial Guidelines. 

• The duty of care obligations imposed on businesses and voluntary groups must be 

rebalanced. The Current legislation, as it is interpreted in the Courts, often places an unfair, 

absolute responsibility on occupiers while exempting claimants of any responsibility for their 

own safety. The Cabinet Sub-Group on Insurance Reform Action Plan of December 2020 

committed to a deadline of June 2021 for submitting “proposals to Government to 

implement any changes deemed necessary”. However, these proposals have still not been 

submitted to Government. 

• PIAB must be reformed if it is to remain in any way relevant. Legislation to address this is 

moving slowly through pre-legislative scrutiny. While the Alliance welcomes much of the 

content of the draft legislation, an “enhanced role” for PIAB was scheduled for June 2021 by 

the Cabinet Sub-Group on Insurance Reform so this initiative is now well behind schedule. 

• The implementation of the Judicial Guidelines has seen the value of assessments by PIAB 

tumble by 42% compared to those using the old Book of Quantum. However, the acceptance 

rate of these assessments has reduced from 50% to 37% as more claimants move to 

litigation. So the attitude of insurers who settle the vast majority of litigated liability claims 

before they get to court, and the approach of the judiciary once such claims finally get to 

court, will be extremely influential on the success or otherwise of the Guidelines. 

Additionally, the State must robustly defend the multiple Constitutional challenges to the 

file:///C:/Users/Owner/Downloads/100687_e7171fcd-9273-42e6-a289-7b912386b9b2%20(52).pdf
https://www.piab.ie/eng/news-publications/Corporate-publications/PIAB-Personal-Injuries-Award-Values-April-24th%20-%2031st-December-2021.pdf
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Guidelines being pursued by the legal profession intent on protecting the revenue stream 

generated by personal injury litigation. 

Ultimately, Government must get liability insurance premiums down to affordable levels with 

reforms that keep them that way. So where does the Judicial Council (Amendment) Bill 2021 fit 

into this? 

The proposed legislation seeks “to require insurance providers to provide information to the 

Central Bank of Ireland relating to the effect of personal injuries guidelines and related matters” 

and in particular, as we understand it, to compel insurers to report on what they charged for 

insurance policies impacted by the Judicial Guidelines, compared to what they “might 

reasonably have been expected” to charge if the Judicial Guidelines had not been implemented. 

The Alliance for Insurance Reform welcomes any attempt to increase transparency. 

Policyholders are either legally or morally obliged to buy motor and liability insurance, which 

places insurers in a very privileged position and makes policyholders particularly vulnerable. So 

this sector needs special scrutiny.  

In this context, the introduction of the National Claims Information Database (NCID) by the 

Central Bank has been a pivotal development in addressing the current crisis and the Alliance 

has strongly supported its development. 

But the NCID is only of value if the data is timely, robust and beyond doubt. The same must 

apply to any data produced via the Bill under scrutiny today. And in this regard, we do have 

some concerns. 

In particular, we have a concern that the meaning of the words “might reasonably have been 

expected” in (4)(b), (4)(d), (4)(f) and (4)(h) might be open to interpretation and vary from insurer 

to insurer.  

Also, given the potential complexity of the data, we would be concerned that there will be a 

time lag between the measured events and the publication of the data, which may weaken the 

value of the data from a policymaking perspective.  

We assume that the Central Bank has or will be consulted in detail on the viability of this 

legislation given their central role in the provision of the data and their ongoing experience with 

the NCID. We further assume that they have been asked whether there are other ways of 

measuring insurers’ delivery of the benefits of the judicial guidelines within the current NCID 

framework. For example, we understand that the upcoming NCID 4th private motor insurance 

report scheduled for October, will have data on insurer settlements pre and post the Judicial 

Guidelines as well as premium costs per sector.  
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In Conclusion 

In conclusion, we warmly welcome any additional transparency in this sector, particularly on the 

delivery of much-needed reductions in premiums, but the primary focus must remain on the real 

reforms that will deliver those reductions.  

Of all the major challenges facing Ireland right now, insurance is the one that Government can fix 

quickest. But reforms are not moving fast enough. It is clear that neither the Irish economy nor the 

fabric of society will fully recover from Covid-19 unless insurance is sorted.  

Government has a golden opportunity to make the cost of insurance affordable now and forever, 

but only if they get reforms into place now, before the opportunity is lost. 

 

 

This concludes our formal presentation. As an Alliance, we are intensely aware of how 

urgent this issue is for our members and their employees and volunteers. We hope the 

Committee can help us in getting meaningful action quickly and we are now happy to take 

questions.   
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APPENDIX 1 

MEMBERSHIP LIST 

The Alliance brings together 47 civic and business organisations from across Ireland, representing 
over 55,000 members, 700,000 employees, 622,000 volunteers and 374,000 students in highlighting 
the negative impact of persistently high premiums and calling for real reforms that will quickly 
reduce liability and motor insurance premiums to affordable levels and keep them that way. Our 
members include:  
 

• AOIFE Ireland (Association of Irish Festival Events) 
• Car Rental Council of Ireland 
• Childminding Ireland 

• Coach Tourism & Transport Council of Ireland 
• Community Reuse Network Ireland 
• Convenience Stores and Newsagents Association 
• Cork Business Association 
• Disability Federation of Ireland 
• Early Childhood Ireland 
• Family Business Network Ireland 
• Federation of Irish Sport 
• Galway Chamber 
• Galway City Business Association 
• Galway County Public Participation Network (PPN) 
• Historic Houses of Ireland 
• Home and Community Care Ireland 
• Incoming Tour Operators Association Ireland 
• Ireland Active 

• Ireland's Association for Adventure Tourism 
• Irish Caravan and Camping Council 
• Irish Charity Shops Association 
• Irish Concrete Federation 
• Irish Hotels Federation 
• Irish Road Haulage Association 
• Irish Showman's Guild 
• Irish Street Arts, Circus and Spectacle Network 
• Irish Travel Agents Association 
• ISME 
• Licensed Vintners Association 
• Motorsport Ireland 
• National Campaign for the Arts 
• National Community Care Network 
• Nursing Homes Ireland 
• Play Activity and Leisure Ireland 
• Quick Service Food Alliance 
• Restaurants Association of Ireland 
• Retail Excellence 
• RGDATA 
• Sligo PPN 
• Society of the Irish Motor Industry 
• South Dublin County PPN 
• Sport Ireland 
• Theatre Forum 
• Union of Students in Ireland  
• Vintners Federation of Ireland 
• Volunteer Ireland 

• The Wheel (Ireland's national association for community, voluntary and charitable organisations) 
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APPENDIX 2 

Alliance Member Survey April 2022 
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APPENDIX 3 

Sectors and sub-sectors that are struggling to get cover at all or are reduced to one underwriter who 
effectively has a monopolist’s hold right now include: 
 

1. Adventure centres that deal with children 
2. Artists, arts workers and arts organisations 
3. Bike hire shops on greenways and elsewhere 
4. Bouncy castle operators 
5. Caravan & Camping Parks 
6. Car rental 
7. Charities – disability, childcare, children, domestic violence, environmental 
8. Childcare providers 
9. Childminders 
10. Children’s’ play centres 
11. Children’s playgrounds (non-local authority) 
12. Circuses (both community and commercial) 
13. Climbing walls  
14. Coasteering 
15. Drivers of older cars  
16. Education 
17. Equestrian sports 
18. Festivals and events 
19. High ropes centres 
20. Home care providers 
21. Hotels 
22. Ice skating 
23. Incoming tour operators 
24. Independent marts 
25. Karting tracks 
26. Late night venues 
27. Minority sports 
28. Mountain biking 
29. Nursing homes 
30. Outdoor adventure centres 
31. Private scheduled buses and coach hire 
32. Public houses 
33. Road haulage 
34. Street artists 
35. Taxis 
36. Thatched roof hospitality venues 
37. Tourism – accommodation providers 
38. Tourist train operators 
39. Trampoline centres 
40. Travel agents 
41. Tyre depots 
42. Vehicle recovery operations 
43. Young drivers 
44. Repair cafes 


